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QUESTION 1

Problem Scenario 61 : You have been given below code snippet. val a = sc.parallelize(List("dog", "salmon", "salmon",
"rat", "elephant"), 3) 

val b = a.keyBy(_.length) 

val c = sc.parallelize(List("dog","cat","gnu","salmon","rabbit","turkey","wolf","bear","bee"), 3) 

val d = c.keyBy(_.length) operationl 

Write a correct code snippet for operationl which will produce desired output, shown below. 

Array[(lnt, (String, Option[String]}}] = Array((6,(salmon,Some(salmon))), 

(6,(salmon,Some(rabbit))), 

(6,(salmon,Some(turkey))), (6,(salmon,Some(salmon))), (6,(salmon,Some(rabbit))), 

(6,(salmon,Some(turkey))), (3,(dog,Some(dog))), (3,(dog,Some(cat))), 

(3,(dog,Some(dog))), (3,(dog,Some(bee))), (3,(rat,Some(dogg)), (3,(rat,Some(cat)j), 

(3,(rat.Some(gnu))). (3,(rat,Some(bee))), (8,(elephant,None))) 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : b.leftOuterJoin(d}.collect leftOuterJoin [Pair]: Performs an left outer join using two key-value RDDs. Please
note that the keys must be generally comparable to make this work keyBy : Constructs twocomponent tuples (key-value
pairs) by applying a function on each data item. Trie result of the function becomes the key and the original data item
becomes the value of the newly created tuples. 

 

QUESTION 2

Problem Scenario 11 : You have been given following mysql database details as well as other info. user=retail_dba
password=cloudera database=retail_db jdbc URL = jdbc:mysql://quickstart:3306/retail_db 

Please accomplish following.

1.

 Import departments table in a directory called departments.

2.

 Once import is done, please insert following 5 records in departments mysql table.

Insert into departments(10, physics);

Insert into departments(11, Chemistry);

Insert into departments(12, Maths);
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Insert into departments(13, Science);

Insert into departments(14, Engineering);

3.

 Now import only new inserted records and append to existring directory . which has been created in first step. 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : 

Step 1 : Clean already imported data. (In real exam, please make sure you dont delete 

data generated from previous exercise). 

hadoop fs -rm -R departments 

Step 2 : Import data in departments directory. 

sqoop import \ 

--connect jdbc:mysql://quickstart:3306/retail_db \ 

--username=retail_dba \ 

-password=cloudera \ 

-table departments \ 

"target-dir/user/cloudera/departments 

Step 3 : Insert the five records in departments table. 

mysql -user=retail_dba --password=cloudera retail_db 

Insert into departments values(10, "physics"); Insert into departments values(11, 

"Chemistry"); Insert into departments values(12, "Maths"); Insert into departments 

values(13, "Science"); Insert into departments values(14, "Engineering"); commit; 

select\\' from departments; 

Step 4 : Get the maximum value of departments from last import, hdfs dfs -cat 

/user/cloudera/departments/part* that should be 7 

Step 5 : Do the incremental import based on last import and append the results. 

sqoop import \ 

--connect "jdbc:mysql://quickstart.cloudera:330G/retail_db" \ 

~username=retail_dba \ 

-password=cloudera \ 
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-table departments \ 

--target-dir /user/cloudera/departments \ 

-append \ 

-check-column "department_id" \ 

-incremental append \ 

-last-value 7 

Step 6 : Now check the result. 

hdfs dfs -cat /user/cloudera/departments/part" 

 

QUESTION 3

Problem Scenario 58 : You have been given below code snippet. 

val a = sc.parallelize(List("dog", "tiger", "lion", "cat", "spider", "eagle"), 2) val b = 

a.keyBy(_.length) 

operation1 

Write a correct code snippet for operationl which will produce desired output, shown below. 

Array[(lnt, Seq[String])] = Array((4,ArrayBuffer(lion)), (6,ArrayBuffer(spider)), 

(3,ArrayBuffer(dog, cat)), (5,ArrayBuffer(tiger, eagle}}} 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : 

b.groupByKey.collect 

groupByKey [Pair] 

Very similar to groupBy, but instead of supplying a function, the key-component of each 

pair will automatically be presented to the partitioner. 

Listing Variants 

def groupByKeyQ: RDD[(K, lterable[V]}] 

def groupByKey(numPartittons: Int): RDD[(K, lterable[V] )] 

def groupByKey(partitioner: Partitioner): RDD[(K, lterable[V])] 

 

QUESTION 4
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Problem Scenario 82 : You have been given table in Hive with following structure (Which you have created 

in previous exercise). 

productid int code string name string quantity int price float 

Using SparkSQL accomplish following activities. 

1.

 Select all the products name and quantity having quantity line.split(\\'|\\')) 

Step 5 : Now get the valid records as well as , bad records. 

val validRecords = feedbackSplit.filter(x => 

(reg1.pattern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches|reg2.pattern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches|reg3.patt 

ern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches | reg4.pattern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches)) 

val badRecords = feedbackSplit.filter(x => 

!(reg1.pattern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches|reg2.pattern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches|reg3.pat 

tern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches | reg4.pattern.matcher(x(1).trim).matches)) 

Step 6 : Now convert each Array to Strings 

val valid =vatidRecords.map(e => (e(0),e(1),e(2))) 

val bad =badRecords.map(e => (e(0),e(1),e(2))) 

Step 7 : Save the output as a Text file and output must be written in a single tile, 

valid.repartition(1).saveAsTextFile("spark9/good.txt") 

bad.repartition(1).saveAsTextFile("sparkS7bad.txt") 

 

QUESTION 9

Problem Scenario 48 : You have been given below Python code snippet, with intermediate 

output. 

We want to take a list of records about people and then we want to sum up their ages and 

count them. 

So for this example the type in the RDD will be a Dictionary in the format of {name: NAME, 

age:AGE, gender:GENDER}. 

The result type will be a tuple that looks like so (Sum of Ages, Count) 

people = [] 
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people.append({\\'name\\':\\'Amit\\', \\'age\\':45,\\'gender\\':\\'M\\'}) 

people.append({\\'name\\':\\'Ganga\\', \\'age\\':43,\\'gender\\':\\'F\\'}) 

people.append({\\'name\\':\\'John\\', \\'age\\':28,\\'gender\\':\\'M\\'}) 

people.append({\\'name\\':\\'Lolita\\', \\'age\\':33,\\'gender\\':\\'F\\'}) 

people.append({\\'name\\':\\'Dont Know\\', \\'age\\':18,\\'gender\\':\\'T\\'}) 

peopleRdd=sc.parallelize(people) //Create an RDD 

peopleRdd.aggregate((0,0), seqOp, combOp) //Output of above line : 167, 5) 

Now define two operation seqOp and combOp , such that 

seqOp : Sum the age of all people as well count them, in each partition. combOp : 

Combine results from all partitions. 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : 

seqOp = (lambda x,y: (x[0] + y[\\'age\\'],x[1] + 1)) 

combOp = (lambda x,y: (x[0] + y[0], x[1] + y[1])) 

 

QUESTION 10

Problem Scenario 19 : You have been given following mysql database details as well as other info. user=retail_dba
password=cloudera database=retail_db jdbc URL = jdbc:mysql://quickstart:3306/retail_db Now accomplish following
activities. 

1.

 Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as textfile in departments_text directory. 

2.

 Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as sequncefile in departments_sequence directory. 

3.

 Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as avro file in departments avro directory. 

4.

 Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as parquet file in departments_parquet directory. 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : 

Step 1 : Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as textfile 
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sqoop import \ 

-connect jdbc:mysql://quickstart:3306/retail_db \ 

~username=retail_dba \ 

-password=cloudera \ 

-table departments \ 

-as-textfile \ 

-target-dir=departments_text 

verify imported data 

hdfs dfs -cat departments_text/part" 

Step 2 : Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as sequncetlle 

sqoop import \ 

-connect jdbc:mysql://quickstart:330G/retaiI_db \ 

~username=retail_dba \ 

-password=cloudera \ 

--table departments \ 

-as-sequencetlle \ 

-~target-dir=departments sequence 

verify imported data 

hdfs dfs -cat departments_sequence/part* 

Step 3 : Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as sequncetlle 

sqoop import \ 

-connect jdbc:mysql://quickstart:330G/retaiI_db \ 

~username=retail_dba \ 

--password=cloudera \ 

--table departments \ 

--as-avrodatafile \ 

--target-dir=departments_avro 

verify imported data 

hdfs dfs -cat departments avro/part* 
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Step 4 : Import departments table from mysql to hdfs as sequncetlle 

sqoop import \ 

-connect jdbc:mysql://quickstart:330G/retaiI_db \ 

~username=retail_dba \ 

--password=cloudera \ 

-table departments \ 

-as-parquetfile \ 

-target-dir=departments_parquet 

verify imported data 

hdfs dfs -cat departmentsparquet/part* 

 

QUESTION 11

Problem Scenario 23 : You have been given log generating service as below. Start_logs (It will generate continuous
logs) Tail_logs (You can check , what logs are being generated) Stop_logs (It will stop the log service) Path where logs
are generated using above service : /opt/gen_logs/logs/access.log Now write a flume configuration file named
flume3.conf , using that configuration file dumps logs in HDFS file system in a directory called
flumeflume3/%Y/%m/%d/%H/%M Means every minute new directory should be created). Please us the interceptors to
provide timestamp information, if message header does not have header info. And also note that you have to preserve
existing timestamp, if message contains it. Flume channel should have following property as well. After every 100
message it should be committed, use non-durable/faster channel and it should be able to hold maximum 1000 events. 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : Step 1 : Create flume configuration file, with below configuration for source, sink and channel. #Define source
, sink , channel and agent, agent1 .sources = source1 agent1 .sinks = sink1 agent1.channels = channel1 #
Describe/configure source1 agent1 .sources.source1.type = exec agentl.sources.source1.command = tail -F /opt/gen
logs/logs/access.log #Define interceptors agent1 .sources.source1.interceptors=i1 agent1
.sources.source1.interceptors.i1.type=timestamp agent1 .sources.source1.interceptors.i1.preserveExisting=true ##
Describe sink1 agent1 .sinks.sink1.channel = memory-channel agent1 .sinks.sink1.type = hdfs agent1
.sinks.sink1.hdfs.path = flume3/%Y/%m/%d/%H/%M agent1 .sinks.sjnkl.hdfs.fileType = Data Stream # Now we need to
define channel1 property. agent1.channels.channel1.type = memory agent1.channels.channel1.capacity = 1000
agent1.channels.channel1.transactionCapacity = 100 # Bind the source and sink to the channel
Agent1.sources.source1.channels = channel1 agent1.sinks.sink1.channel = channel1 Step 2 : Run below command
which will use this configuration file and append data in hdfs. Start log service using : start_logs Start flume service:
flume-ng agent -conf /home/cloudera/flumeconf -conf-file /home/cloudera/flumeconf/flume3.conf
-DfIume.root.logger=DEBUG,INFO,console –name agent1 Wait for few mins and than stop log service. stop logs 

 

QUESTION 12

Problem Scenario 65 : You have been given below code snippet. 

val a = sc.parallelize(List("dog", "cat", "owl", "gnu", "ant"), 2)
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val b = sc.parallelize(1 to a.count.tolnt, 2) 

val c = a.zip(b) 

operation1 

Write a correct code snippet for operationl which will produce desired output, shown below. 

Array[(String, Int)] = Array((owl,3), (gnu,4), (dog,1), (cat,2>, (ant,5)) 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : c.sortByKey(false).collect 

sortByKey [Ordered] : This function sorts the input RDD\\'s data and stores it in a new RDD. 

"The output RDD is a shuffled RDD because it stores data that is output by a reducer 

which has been shuffled. The implementation of this function is actually very clever.

First, it uses a range partitioner to partition the data in ranges within the shuffled RDD. 

Then it sorts these ranges individually with mapPartitions using standard sort mechanisms. 

 

QUESTION 13

Problem Scenario 30 : You have been given three csv files in hdfs as below. 

EmployeeName.csv with the field (id, name) 

EmployeeManager.csv (id, manager Name) 

EmployeeSalary.csv (id, Salary) 

Using Spark and its API you have to generate a joined output as below and save as a text 

tile (Separated by comma) for final distribution and output must be sorted by id. 

ld,name,salary,managerName 

EmployeeManager.csv 

E01,Vishnu 

E02,Satyam 

E03,Shiv 

E04,Sundar 

E05,John 

E06,Pallavi 

E07,Tanvir 
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E08,Shekhar 

E09,Vinod 

E10,Jitendra 

EmployeeName.csv 

E01,Lokesh 

E02,Bhupesh 

E03,Amit 

E04,Ratan E05,Dinesh E06,Pavan E07,Tejas E08,Sheela E09,Kumar E10,Venkat EmployeeSalary.csv E01,50000
E02,50000 E03,45000 E04,45000 E05,50000 E06,45000 E07,50000 E08,10000 E09,10000 E10,10000 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : 

Step 1 : Create all three files in hdfs in directory called sparkl (We will do using Hue}. 

However, you can first create in local filesystem and then 

Step 2 : Load EmployeeManager.csv file from hdfs and create PairRDDs 

val manager = sc.textFile("spark1/EmployeeManager.csv") 

val managerPairRDD = manager.map(x=> (x.split(",")(0),x.split(",")(1))) 

Step 3 : Load EmployeeName.csv file from hdfs and create PairRDDs 

val name = sc.textFile("spark1/EmployeeName.csv") 

val namePairRDD = name.map(x=> (x.split(",")(0),x.split(\\'\")(1))) 

Step 4 : Load EmployeeSalary.csv file from hdfs and create PairRDDs 

val salary = sc.textFile("spark1/EmployeeSalary.csv") 

val salaryPairRDD = salary.map(x=> (x.split(",")(0),x.split(",")(1))) 

Step 4 : Join all pairRDDS 

val joined = namePairRDD.join(salaryPairRDD}.join(managerPairRDD} 

Step 5 : Now sort the joined results, val joinedData = joined.sortByKey() 

Step 6 : Now generate comma separated data. 

val finalData = joinedData.map(v=> (v._1, v._2._1._1, v._2._1._2, v._2._2)) 

Step 7 : Save this output in hdfs as text file. 

finalData.saveAsTextFile("spark1/result.txt") 
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QUESTION 14

Problem Scenario 50 : You have been given below code snippet (calculating an average 

score}, with intermediate output. 

type ScoreCollector = (Int, Double) 

type PersonScores = (String, (Int, Double)) 

val initialScores = Array(("Fred", 88.0), ("Fred", 95.0), ("Fred", 91.0), ("Wilma", 93.0), 

("Wilma", 95.0), ("Wilma", 98.0)) 

val wilmaAndFredScores = sc.parallelize(initialScores).cache() 

val scores = wilmaAndFredScores.combineByKey(createScoreCombiner, scoreCombiner, 

scoreMerger) 

val averagingFunction = (personScore: PersonScores) => { val (name, (numberScores, 

totalScore)) = personScore (name, totalScore / numberScores) 

} 

val averageScores = scores.collectAsMap(}.map(averagingFunction) 

Expected output: averageScores: scala.collection.Map[String,Double] = Map(Fred -> 

91.33333333333333, Wilma -> 95.33333333333333) 

Define all three required function , which are input for combineByKey method, e.g. 

(createScoreCombiner, scoreCombiner, scoreMerger). And help us producing required 

results. 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution : 

val createScoreCombiner = (score: Double) => (1, score) 

val scoreCombiner = (collector: ScoreCollector, score: Double) => { 

val (numberScores. totalScore) = collector (numberScores + 1, totalScore + score) 

} 

val scoreMerger= (collector-!: ScoreCollector, collector2: ScoreCollector) => { val 

(numScoresl. totalScorel) = collector! val (numScores2, tota!Score2) = collector 

(numScoresl + numScores2, totalScorel + totalScore2) 
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} 

 

QUESTION 15

Problem Scenario 41 : You have been given below code snippet. 

val aul = sc.parallelize(List (("a" , Array(1,2)), ("b" , Array(1,2)))) 

val au2 = sc.parallelize(List (("a" , Array(3)), ("b" , Array(2)))) 

Apply the Spark method, which will generate below output. 

Array[(String, Array[lnt])] = Array((a,Array(1, 2)), (b,Array(1, 2)), (a(Array(3)), (b,Array(2))) 

Correct Answer: See the explanation for Step by Step Solution and configuration. 

Solution: au1.union(au2) 
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